
Goal: to find the optimal values of the model parameters, under 
which the simulator outputs match the physical experimental 
observations.

Contribution: to overcome the curse of dimensionality in 
calibration (limited physical experiments, a large amount of 
model parameters)
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We propose systematic machine learning methodologies to 
improve the quality and productivity of composite aircraft 
assembly. Specifically, a statistical calibration method is 
developed to calibrate and validate digital twin simulator and 
improve its accuracy; partitioned active learning is proposed to 
increase the data collection efficiency; surrogate model 
considering input uncertainty is proposed for predictive analytics 
of virtual assembly and robotic automation of aircraft assembly. 

The objective of this poster is to demonstrate how powerful 
machine learning is for advancing ultra-high precision quality 
control of composite aircraft assembly.  

Abstract

Inevitable uncertainties in manufacturing systems and the 
complex characteristics of composite materials induce fatal 
defects in composite aircraft assembly.

Figure 1. Quality defects in assembly of Boeing 787 fuselage in Seattle 
Times (2007) and halted deliveries by FAA (2021)

Motivation

Figure 3. Computer simulator v.s. Physical experiment

Statistical Calibration of Digital Twin Simulator [1] 

Goal: to predict deformation and stress accurately, based on the 
doubly corrupted data . 

Surrogate Model considering Uncertainty [2-3]
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Challenges:

• Compliant nature and anisotropic/nonlinear characteristics of 
composite fuselage

• Ultra-high precision requirement: 200 v.s. (<0.007) inches

Current Practice and Limitations:
Ten adjustable actuators are used.

Figure 2. Actuators Setup

• Low efficiency:  long flow time

• Non-optimality: acceptable rather      
than optimal

• Highly skilled engineers required

Sensible Variable 

Properties:

• Sensitivity

• Suboptimality

• Sparsity

Figure 4. Calibration results

• Input Uncertainty
Consider input uncertainty (actuator/part variability) by 
adjusting the kernel of NNGP with respect to noise.

• Hyperparameter Estimation and Prediction
Maximum likelihood is used for estimation of hyperparameters. 
Prediction at unobserved 𝒙∗ is

Theoretical Properties:

Proposition 1. NNGPIU is a best linear unbiased predictor of 𝑓.

Proposition 2. The MSPE of NNGPIU is less than or equal to that of 
NNGP.

More detailed theoretical investigation about KALE, KALEN and 
Stochastic Kriging can be found in [3]. 

Table 1. Averaged MAEs in the case study.

Deformation/Stress Results:

Prediction Results:

Quality Control Results:

Fuselage 1

Fuselage 2

Fuselage 3

Before Control After Control

Theoretical and Case Study Results

The proposed method can achieve ultra-high dimensional accuracy 
(<0.007 inches) with large initial deformation (3 inches).

Before Calibration After Calibration

Figure 5. Quality control results


